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Bismillahir Rahmanir Rahim  

 

Prime Minister Vladimir Putin,  

Excellencies,  

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

 

Assalamu Alaikum and a very good evening to you all.  

 

I wish to echo the sentiments of the other distinguished guests in thanking you, Prime 

Minister Putin, for hosting this sumptuous dinner this evening. It is yet another expression of the 

gracious hospitality which the government of the Russian Federation and particularly you, have 

showered on the delegates to the International Summit on the "Preservation of Tigers" here, at 

the historic city of St Petersburg.  

I take this opportunity to warmly congratulate you for this extraordinary humane initiative 

for holding a Summit on an issue which is close to all our hearts. For years, we have all observed 

the gradual diminishing of the tiger population across the world. In some countries, certain 

actions have been taken to protect them, but your initiative has now highlighted the importance 

of a concerted universal action to reverse the depleting tiger population.  

LDCs and particularly the most vulnerable ones, like Bangladesh, are bogged down by 

problems of survival in the face of the adverse impacts of climate change, poverty, hunger, 

population growth, paucity of agricultural lands, to name a few. Therefore, although the fate of 

endangered species such as the tiger requiring more attention remains in on our mind, it is lost in 

the multitude of life and death problems faced by our extremely needy people.  

I thank you for holding the Summit on Tigers whose outcome is most welcome to us all, 

particularly the LDCs and Bangladesh, which is the home of the Royal Bengal Tiger, the largest of 

the cat family. I also thank you once again for the wonderful dinner tonight that gives us the 

opportunity to celebrate the important Summit and its outcome aimed at preserving one of our 

most majestic endangered species.  

I thank you.   
Khoda Hafez  

Joi Bangla, Joi Bangabandhu  

May Bangladesh Live Forever  

Long Live Bangladesh - Russia Friendship.  
--- 

 


